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Abstract. The paper deals with the problem of classification of model free motion data. The nearest neighbors classifier which
is based on comparison performed by Dynamic Time Warping transform with cloud point distance measure is proposed. The
classification utilizes both specific gait features reflected by a movements of subsequent skeleton joints and anthropometric
data. To validate proposed approach human gait identification challenge problem is taken into consideration. The motion
capture database containing data of 30 different humans collected in Human Motion Laboratory of Polish-Japanese Academy
of Information Technology is used. The achieved results are satisfactory, the obtained accuracy of human recognition exceeds
90%. What is more, the applied cloud point distance measure does not depend on calibration process of motion capture system
which results in reliable validation.
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INTRODUCTION
In our previous works Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) transform was applied to classification of skeleton based motion
data [1, 2]. They are represented by time sequences of relative rotations performed by subsequent joints, coded in
a form of Euler angles or unit quaternions. The crucial was the choice of a proper distance function responsible
for assessment of dissimilarity between two rotations. The obtained results were satisfactory. For highly precise
motion capture measurements and applied validation dataset with 30 classes, over than 90% accuracy is achieved
[1]. However in a case of markerless acquisition with much greater noise, it was necessary to consider some additional
pose parameters to improve the classification [2]. Distance between right and left ankles and position of head were
used. Because of quite different scales and natures of skeleton and non-skeleton pose attributes, the proper choice of
coefficients corresponding to their impact on a total distance value is troublesome. It is a reason for investigation of
another variant of DTW classification, which takes into consideration model free motion data. They are represented
by time sequences of 3D positions of subsequent markers located on human body. In such the case, proper approach
to compare cloud points has to be chosen.
The main contribution of the paper is related to the proposed method of motion data classification which utilizes
Dynamic Time Warping transform and selected cloud point distance measure. In the validation experiment, collected
motion capture gait database containing data of 30 humans is used. What is more, the recognition is also carried out
for selected body segments. It allows to assess their discriminative features. Obtained results are compared to the
corresponding ones obtained for skeleton motion data, presented in the previous ICNAAM conference [1].

DYNAMIC TIME WARPING WITH CLOUD POINT DISTANCE MEASURE
Dynamic time warping (DTW), introduced long time ago and originally applied to spoken word recognition [3], is
very effective method of time series comparison and classification. It outperforms both simple lock-step measures
as for instance Euclidean or Manhattan metrics and more sophisticated edit distance approaches - Longest Common
SubSequence [4], Edit Sequence on Real Sequence [5], Swale [6], Edit Distance with Real Penalty [7],[8]. Thus, its
choice to the problem of motion data analysis seems to be reasonable.

DTW is a elastic measure type, which means that one-to-many mappings are allowed. It matches time instants
of compared motion sequences by linear, monotonic transformation to obtain the lowest total cost calculated as
aggregation of dissimilarity between matched poses. Thus, DTW takes into consideration possible local shifts between
motion phases.
DTW implementation utilizes dynamic programming. In the first stage dissimilarity matrix containing distances
between every pair of poses of analyzed motions is calculated. It is used to determine monotonic path with minimal
aggregated total distance across underlying pose dissimilarity values, connecting edge points corresponding to start
and end of compared time series. Because of monotonicity of the path, the cost to reach the specified poses i and j of
the first and second motions respectively can be determined on the basis of costs reaching to possible previous poses
with indexes (i-1,j). (i,j-1), and (i-1, j-1). As the result, it is sufficient to carry on the calculations in the proper order
for subsequent rows or columns. The final cost of the path found corresponds to motions dissimilarity and the shape
of the path to mappings determined.
To calculate similarity matrix, the method to compare time instants has to be established. Aggregated distance dnaive
between poses P and R for subsequent markers Pi and Ri is unworkable, because it is strictly dependent on the place
of acquisition.
dnaive (P, R) = ∑ kPi − Ri k2
(1)
i

Therefore, similar to [9, 10] additional transformation Tα ,x,z , which rotates markers Ri around axis Y and translates
them with (x, 0, z) vector is taken into consideration. The proper distance dCP is stated to be the minimal sum of squared
distances in respect to applied transformation Tα ,x,z :
dCP (P, R) = min ∑ kPi − Tα ,x,z (Ri )k2
α ,x,z

(2)

i

It means direction of a gait and its location on fixed ground are not used in a proper recognition. The equation (2) can
be solved analytically by separating the determination of rotation angle α and offset vector (x, 0, z) and finding zeros
of derivative function ∂∂dαCP , which are located in α1 and α2 values. (detailed proof is presented in [11]):
!
∑Ki=1 K1 (xiP · zRi − zPi · xiR ) − (xP · zR − zP · xR )
(3)
α1 = atan
∑Ki=1 K1 (xiP · xiR + zPi · zRi ) − (xP · xR + zP · zR )
!
∑Ki=1 K1 (xiP · zRi − zPi · xiR ) − (xP · zR − zP · xR )
α2 = π + atan
(4)
∑Ki=1 K1 (xiP · xiR + zPi · zRi ) − (xP · xR + zP · zR )
where xiP , zPi , xiR , zRi correspond to x and z components of marker i of pose P and R respectively and xP =
zP = K1 ∑Ki=1 zPi , xR = K1 ∑Ki=1 xiR , zR = K1 ∑Ki=1 zRi to centroids of markers for P and R poses.
For specified α vector (x(α ), 0, z(α ) has a form:

1
K

∑Ki=1 xiP ,

x(α ) = xP − xR · cos(α ) − zR · sin(α )

(5)

z(α ) = zP + xR · sin(α ) − zR · cos(α )

(6)

Finally the transformation Tα ,x(α ),z(α ) ∈ {Tα1 ,x(α1 ),z(α1 ) , Tα2 ,x(α2 ),z(α2 ) } which produces smaller dCP value is chosen.
In Fig. 1 example transformation Tα ,x(α ),z(α ) which adjusts randomly selected pose 2 to pose 1 of different subjects
is visualized. The rotation and translation are successfully determined - the pose 2 is properly transformed to fit pose
1.

COLLECTED GAIT DATABASE
To validate proposed method motion capture gait database acquired by Human Motion Laboratory of PJIIT http:
//hml.pjwstk.edu.pl equipped with Vicon software and hardware was used. It contains data of 436 gaits of 30
different males. To detect main gait cycle containing two middle adjacent steps, tracking of distances between feet is
carried out. The same database was also used in [1]. The default skeleton model of Vicon Blade software was applied
as presented in Fig. 2. It consists of 22 joints described by Euler angles triplets, global rotation and three-dimensional
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translation vector. On the basis of skeleton data, positions of virtual markers are reconstructed. The markers directly
utilized in the classification are located on the successive joints of skeleton model as labeled by triangles and circles
in Fig. 1. Similar as in [1], to minimize the influence of the calibration process of the motion capture measurements
on the final recognition, the acquisition is divided into sessions. The calibration is carried out independently in every
session.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Utilizing the ability to assess a dissimilarity between two motions by DTW, k nearest neighbor (kNN) classification
scheme [12] is directly applied in the recognition. The collected gait database is split into two subsets of approximately
equal size - training and testing ones, which contain the data of different sessions. The classification is assessed by CCR
ratio - percent of correctly recognized instances of the testing set. In the validation a human gait identification challenge
problem is taken into consideration. It means humans are recognized on the basis of their walk characteristics.
The obtained classification results which are compared to the ones achieved with usage of Euler angles and unit
quaternions [1] are presented in Table 1. The cloud point distance measure outperforms them for every of considered
classifiers - 1NN, 3NN and 5NN. The highest CCR rate is 91%, it means 16 missclassified gait instance of 178. The
better results of cloud point distance can be explained by anthropometric features, contained in subsequent positions
of the virtual markers. The positions depend not only on the movements of preceding joint, but also segment’s length.
Thus, such individual traits as human height, the lengths of lower and upper limbs are utilized in the classification.
The rotational data give bit less precision, however they describe only the movements of successive joints with much
weaker relation to skeleton parameters.
The results of recognition which utilize only some manually selected body segments are shown in Fig. 2. For the
sake of compatibility with the outcomes presented in [1], virtual markers are placed at the end of the segment which
directly corresponds to movements of specified joint. For instance marker named LeftUpLeg (see Fig. 2) is located
in LeftLeg joint position. The selection reduces pose space noticeably, however it also decreases the efficiency of
classification. The individual features depend on an activity of the segments during gait, it is consistent with the

TABLE 1. DTW classification on the basis of virtual markers with
usage dCP function and rotations of skeleton model.
Virtual markers
Euler angles [1]
Quaternions [1]
k
dCP Euclidean Manhattan dgeodesic dcosine
1
90,45
86,67
86,67
89,44
83,89
3
91,01
86,11
83,89
87,22
78,89
5
87,64
79,44
81,11
81,67
76,11
TABLE 2. DTW classification for selected segments with
dCP distance function.
Markers
CCR
LeftUpLeg;RightUpLeg 84,83
LeftArm;RightArm 80,90
LeftShoulder;RightShoulder 75,28
LeftFoot;RightFoot 66,85
LeftHand;RightHand,LeftFoot;RighFoot;Head 61,80

observations for rotational data [1]. The analysis of displacements of the LeftUpLeg and RightUpLeg markers allows
to identify gaits with almost 85% accuracy, which means only nine more missclassified instances in comparing to
complete set of markers.
There are still possibilities to improve the performance of the classification. Similar as in [1] the method can be
extended by an automatic selection stage with usage of chosen heuristics. It would explore the pose space more
accurately. What is more in equation (2) weight coefficients can be introduced [9, 10], which allow to specify an
importance of successive markers. The problem of their determination is even more challenging in comparing to binary
selection, however once again some heuristics can be applied. Another improvement may be related to an analysis of
temporal context of virtual markers positions by extending cloud points with data of some preceding poses. [9, 10].
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